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Rajoy opens the pre campaign with a video against extremists other parties
The Socialists denounce the video

Madrid, 09.05.2016, 22:05 Time

USPA NEWS - The acting president of the Spanish Government, Mariano Rajoy, opened on Monday the pre-campaign of the
conservatives for the legislative elections of June 26, with a video calling them "extremists" political rivals. The Socialist Party
denounce the video to the Electoral Office.

In the video, recorded at the Palace of La Moncloa, seat of the Spanish Government, Rajoy said that his commitment is "harmony" and
"the hope of a Spain moderate" against the "extremist alternative" representing the other parties taking part in the elections of June 26.
According to Rajoy, those other parties want “to dissolve of all good" that has Spain: "Our unity, our constitutional democracy and our
economic progress."

The Socialist Party announced that denounce the video to the Electoral Office. The complaint, explained a socialist spokesman, will be
directed against the acting president of the Spanish Government "for the use of public media" having been recorded in the palace of
La Moncloa "for electoral purposes", and request that file to Rajoy "for their repeated breaches" of the Electoral Law.

Moreover, the secretary general of the Socialist Party, Pedro Sanchez, said Monday that if he wins the election on June 26 or if the
result of the elections does not give enough to rule any party majority, start negotiating "the same day begins legislature" to not make
the same mistake as in December, when waited a month and a half before sitting down to negotiate with other parties, while waiting for
Rajoy be submitted to the investiture, which ultimately did not happen.

Sanchez said that if the Government comes, the first thing he will do is repeal the labor reform approved by the Government of Rajoy,
but said not repeal for being a conservative reform but because it is bad for Spain. "Our programs are radically different," said Pedro
Sanchez, who recalled that, in matters of State as the fight against terrorism or the territorial unity of Spain, the Popular Party will
always have the support of the Socialists.

The Socialist candidate did not talk about the threat to the Socialist Party, represents the alliance between communist coalition United
Left and the coalition of left-wing Podemos, but said that Podemos betrayed the Socialists did not support his candidacy for the Prime
Minister. Podemos and United Left Monday reached an agreement in principle with the aim of "winning elections". They concur
together to the elections of June 26, trying to add votes and seats to become the Spanish reference left.
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